TOWERS IN THE PARK
Public housing flanks the eastern edge of Manhattan, creating a wall against the water.

HABITABLE PARK SPACE
The reality of these Towers in the Park is seen as a mere illusion. Attention shifts onto the East River Park as a place of solace and repose amidst the flows of New York City.

HOUSTON AND FDR
The intersection of Houston Street with FDR Drive is one designed for the car. Here, an expansive round-about, blocks pedestrian access from the East River Park.

SIDEWALK EXTENSION
Taking cues from the existing pedestrian pathways informs a new connection to the East River Park.

SUPPORTING MASS
Program is concealed within this piece of park infrastructure. Announcing its presence only to those searching for it.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
A final layer of intervention into the existing park framework creates opportunities for the individual amidst a larger public context.

PLACES IN THE PERIPHERY
Shifts in scale create spaces for the individual amidst a larger public, park context. Masses deform to engage the public in a dialogue of how one relates to a social and physical context.